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INTRODUCTION
There are several factors that I have taken into consider
ation in writing this thesis. Evaluating why I create was the
main and most significant factor. I explored the influences
of other artists who are important to me and the synthesis of
these factors culminated in the prints I created. I touched
on the technical aspects and the advantages and disadvantages
of intaglio as my working medium. This thesis gave me the
opportunity to organize and clarify my existence as an artist,
and to examine myself and my work - the manner in which I
conceive it, approach, and analyze it.
CHAPTER I
THE APPROACH
Creation is expression. I create to express myself.
I express thoughts, but mainly feelings and moods. There is
a sense of excitement and elevation throughout the creation
of the work, and often the completed piece gives me an over
whelming sense of satisfaction. It is then that my creation
and I have a separate reality in which we merge.
In these few moments of elevation, I find justification
for my existence. There is so much I can still do and create
with so many environments, new worlds, places, and scenes. I
freeze slices of my moods and have them forever stated in a
way which can be interpreted differently by each viewer.
My intent though, is to please and satisfy only myself,
to express my innermost feelings and moods, which direct and
guide me from the start of an idea to its completion.
Mood as defined by Webster's New World Dictionary is a
particular state of mind or feeling or a predominant feeling
or spirit. This state or feeling governs me. Reasoning seems
subordinate to feeling, and images occur spontaneously.
When I think of creating an image, I perceive a synthesis
of reason, logic, and feeling. They achieve an equilibrium.
Sometimes I feel totally merged with my prints. I seem to
lose my physical appearance as a human being and become invis
ible like a mist, not disturbing any of the elements around me.
I become an unseen element in my print. I am the spirit,
the mood, and atmosphere of the print.
I have many emotions , each of which is expressed by
one of my prints. I comfortably dispose of the others and
quietly settle inside my print. I produce my own world, a
pleasing environment into which I can escape as it is part of
me, part of my feelings, and part of my fantasy.
Working to utilize mood is very demanding as it requires
total involvement and seclusion from outside distractions.
In a studio situation privacy is scarce, and since etching is
a long process it takes an enormous amount of energy and
concentration to maintain an appropriate state of mind. Work
ing at night in unscheduled hours helps me retain my peace of
mind. The quiet outdoors which surrounds the studio allows
me to relax and, therefore, focus and converge on the mood
that guides me.
I am not always fully satisfied with the final mood of
the print, but I continue to strive for perfection. I feel
my work is improving and I know my limitations and capabilities.
There is progress from plate to plate with the accumulation of
knowledge.
As a printmaker, technical disciplines must be considered
to achieve the desired effect. The medium dictates and modu
lates the chosen subject, and yet the basic approach remains
the same whether it be drawing, printmaking, or painting.
CHAPTER II
THE TECHNIQUE
In etching, there are many techniques of working a
plate. I use five: line etch, open bite, aquatint, soft
ground, and sugar lift. Everything is based on these
fundamental techniques and their variations.
I do not have a standard way of approaching my plates.
But lately, especially while working on my thesis, I seem to
start with an open bite. I use open biting for several reasons.
The main reason is to create another physical dimension which
takes full advantage of the medium of intaglio by creating a
more varied surface. Through the use of extreme deep biting of
the plate, I can create and emphasize the effect of distance.
The distance of an object is literally felt by having closer
objects raised and farther objects sunken. Another effect
achieved by open biting is the difference in plate tone; the
longer the plate remains in the acid the more varied the tone.
I utilize this tonal effect often since an open bite is much
more durable than an aquatint through printing. An open bite
also acts as a base for an aquatint. An aquatint applied on a
surface with an open bite is much richer and fuller in quality
than an aquatint applied to the clean surface of the plate.
Open biting utilizes the plate surface to its fullest spatial
potential.
I use a very limited amount of line etching in my work.
Unlike in earlier phases, when I started with lines, I am
now concerned with larger, massive areas - clean and free of
extraneous detail. Therefore, I start with open biting which
concentrates on the more general relationship of part to part.
The most significant, delicate, and critical stage in my
work is the aquatint. It is very important that the first
aquatint be successful since aquatinting is a delicate proc
ess, which is difficult to duplicate with precision the
second time round.
There are two ways of attempting aquatint. One way is
rosin dust which is evenly distributed on the plate to be
melted and then placed in the acid solution. The other method
is spray lacquering the plate surface. I generally work with
spray lacquer as I feel I have greater control over the con
centration and direction of the spray.
Soft ground and sugar lift are used to a lesser degree in
my prints. I use soft ground only when an existing physical
texture is required in the print. Sugar lift, used as a method
of open-biting, is utilized for smaller more delicate areas
which rarely appear in my prints.
Many mistakes in the plate image can be corrected or modi
fied without using the acid again. The plate scraper, burnisher,
and roulette are tools by which the etched surface can be physi
cally modified by hand manipulation. The burnisher is most
often utilized to make corrections, and to create effects of
its own which cannot be achieved solely by aquatinting. The
burnisher can create a more controlled, harsher and more
dramatic gradation of tones. The tones have a velvet-like
quality, very dream-like and striking in nature.
The photo-etching process has allowed me to expand on my
subject matter and to get more varied effects. Photography
combined with my own drawn imagery is quite exciting as it
suggests a contrast between the stillness and reality of a
photograph, and my own dynamic and energetic drawing. The
combination of the two creates a surreal effect. I also use
photo-etching if I plan to do a multiple plate print which
needs accurate registration. I make the original drawing on
acetate and expose it to a number of plates. This allows me
later to modify elements within each plate to achieve the
desired effects.
Etching is a medium of very little confinement; the out
comes are infinite. I enjoy the
"magical"
effect created by
the raised areas of ink, which is unique to this medium. The
inked surfaces add mood and a seemingly mystical air to an
image. A print is different from other art products in that
it has a time-consuming, back-breaking effort put into it,
which seems to make it more serious and substantial, qualita
tively speaking. The effort finally pays off in personal
satisfaction.
I use this medium in my work. I want to do much more
with the same processes I have already used. I enjoy it; it
suits my taste and way of thinking. Technique and the control
of it liberates me from mundane things by freely allowing me
to create.
CHAPTER III
INFLUENCES
As an artist, I am not isolated from my environment; I
am strongly influenced by my surroundings and experiences.
These influences are not always direct and recognizable; they
may be quite subtle and emerge when least expected.
I realize, however, that there are certain artists who
have made a deep impression on me. I cannot specify what
their direct influence on me is, just as I cannot always
realize the direct effects of environment on my life, but I
can express how their work is related to my own work. I chose
to concentrate on two painters and a film maker, although there
are a number of other artists who are also meaningful to me.
The two painters are the Surrealist, Salvador Dali, and
the Realist, Andrew Wyeth. This is my own view of their work
and how I relate to it. I feel that these artists achieved
perfection in their work, since one can go beyond the immediacy
of the image and absorb the mood.
Dali went through many variations of style throughout his
career but his work retained a
"moody"
quality. Since child
hood, I have been drawn to the paintings of Dali. There are
endless interest points in his work and a strange atmosphere
which fascinates me. I relate to Dali and enjoy his work since
atmosphere is so important to me in my own work.
Dali's work is unusual in that reality is combined with
fantasy; objects are found in unreal juxtaposition to one
another. Dali gave his paintings a photographic finish, not
unlike actual photographs. He wanted to depict the unreal
with such extreme realism that its truth and validity could
no longer be questioned. I try to do the same thing. I try
to create a contrast between my own drawing and a "real"
photographic image. However, I am not trying to create such
extremely surreal images as does Dali; yet by striving for
contrast between drawn and photographic images , I create a
mildly similar mood. Dali even went so far as to paste real
substances, photographs, and engravings on his canvasses to
2
create contrast. Dali materializes the images of concrete
3
irrationality with the most imperialist fury of precision.
Dali ' s aim is to emphasize this contrast between real and
surreal to its extreme, while I merely enjoy the subtle and
milder effects of juxtapositioning.
In Andrew Wyeth1 s work, apparent reality is surpassed by
universal reality. He achieves so much mood in his paintings
that the viewer feels the thickness of the air, the tension,
and the silence in the piece. His work is on the verge of
being surreal. The compositions are unusual, colors are
subtle and real, but one rarely is confronted with such images
from his point of view in everyday life.
James Thrall Soby, Salvador Dali (New York: Arno Press,
1968) , p. 10.
2
Ibid. , p. 10.
3
Ibid. , p. 10.
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It is not the pure representation of an object Wyeth is
after; it is the mood, the spirit of the subject matter, and
the meaning it has to him. Before the opening of his Retro
spective Show at the Metropolitan Museum in New York City, he
was interviewed by Thomas Hoving, Director of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Wyeth said of himself, "People say, well he
uses too much subject matter. But actually the subject matter
becomes unimportant to me. I finally get beyond it; for it
4
means many more things to me than just one
object."
Wyeth 's realistic painting of actual objects does not dis
tract from the atmospheric quality of his work. Careful con
sideration has been given to the placement of each element in
his paintings to create the mood which will be appropriate to
that object. In the previously mentioned interview, Wyeth
commented about the image captured by the camera. "Reality is
more than that to me. That's why I never felt any competition
between the camera and the reality I'm striving
for." On the
same subject he said, "You are forgetting one thing, you know,
and that's the spirit of the object, which if you sit long
enough, will finally creep through the back door and grab
you."
Wyeth feels that the spirit of the situation dictates the out
come of the painting and I relate to this concept strongly.
The mood of the subject matter overwhelms the subject whether
it be reality or fantasy.
Katherine Stoddert Gilbert, and Joan K. Holt, ed. Two
Worlds of Andrew Wyeth : Kuerners and Olsons (New York:
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1976), p. 22.
5
Ibid. , p. 22.
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Earlier, I described my feelings while creating - my loss
of physical appearance and identity. I was very happy to dis
cover while reading the Wyeth interviews, two quotes that
reflected similar feelings. Wyeth said, "So he (my friend)
lets me wander all over the house and paint in any room. I
have the key to the house and come and go as I please. He
doesn't think of me as being around there half the time. So, I
don't exist as a person." Wyeth also said, "I like loose ends.
It's part of my creativity. I don't think I exist as a person
7
particularly. I really don't, and I'd rather not."
Dali and Wyeth have different backgrounds. The inspira
tion for their work comes from their environments, but their
concepts transcend the confines of place and become universal.
The features seen in the work of Dali and Wyeth are
combined in the work of Federico Fellini. Fellini ' s work is
on the borderline between the real and the surreal. His working
medium is different from the two artists previously mentioned
but his creations are still conceptual art.
As an artist, Federico Fellini is limited by factors such
as time, location and light, due to the nature of his medium.
He began his career by making realistic films and advanced to
the more surreal. His films contain the fluctuation between
the real and the surreal throughout his career, but the surreal
vein prevailed. His movies contain shockingly real environments
6Ibid., p. 40.
7
Ibid. , p. 42.
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that transcend mundane reality and become a symbol of universal
truth. The emotions Fellini chooses to represent are very
authentic and all embracing - the audience can enjoy an involve
ment on a purely emotional level. Not unlike Wyeth and Dali,
Fellini goes beyond the simple visual content and the movie on
the whole leaves its viewers with something to think about.
Fellini 's approach to creating a movie is very much like
my approach to printmaking. Fellini says,
"'The birth of a film starts with a spontaneous
but vague feeling. A film never begins in a
calculated intelligent way. ' He insists in
spiration is all. (Inspiration equals
artist's ability to make direct contact be
tween conscious and unconscious levels of his
mind) . 'The healthy artist is one who trans
lates what lies in his depths into forms of
his art with the least interference from the
rational side of him. Unfortunately, because
of the artist's upbringing, his art often
suffers, for the movement from the artist's
unconscious to images on celluloid involves
some degree of manipulation. Consciousness
cannot help but contain intellectual biasses
which threaten creativity. Hence, the finished
work of art is never as good as the dream film
in the artist's mind. When an image remains in
the unconscious it possesses all the charm of
the infallible. Its vagueness makes it excit
ing. When an image finally appears on the
screen, however, it has lost its mystery.'"8
"There can be no art - as opposed to dream - without conscious
9interference." For Fellini , ideas are much less important
than feelings. He is so concerned with feeling in a movie,
q
Edward Murray, Fellini the Artist, (New York: Frederick
Ungar Publishing Co., 1976), p. 20.
9
Ibid. , p. 30.
Ibid. , p. 30.
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that this surpasses all other considerations. He chooses actors
according to their facial features. "Faces on the screen are
human landscapes." The choice of location is also significant.
"Other than the authenticity (of being filmed on location) it is
done for metaphorical and atmospheric purposes. They (the loca
tions) acquire a place of meaning beyond their existence as mere
12
sites where something can
happen."
It is hard to equate different media; yet the validity of
the work and the truth it proclaims can be evaluated using the
same criteria. On such a level, art can be evaluated no matter
what medium is being approached. A creation is eternally a
creation.
I have always found inspiration in the works of Fellini,
Wyeth, and Dali. They have enabled me to escape and transcend
to another world - the world within their art. I, in turn,
can create my own worlds in which I contemplate and express my
own earthly and unearthly moods.
Ibid. , p. 21.
12
Stuart Rosenthal, The Cinema of Federico Fellini,
(South Brunswick: A.S. Bares and Company, 1976), p. 19.
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